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Battlestations: Midway is an immense action game that drops players into massive air, sea, and undersea battles from Pearl
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absolute rubbish. This is not worth the download. Really, really, really unrealistic arcady console stuff. If your in for that, get
your controllers ready. If you like games with a minimum depth stay away.. I like world war 2, so i like this game. Battlestations
Midway is an older game that still holds up over time. You take the role of a young navy lieutenant commanding a PT Boat
during the Assault on Pearl Harbor. The campaign follows his rise to command from Pearl Harbor to the Midway campaign. For
gameplay, you can command from the Tactical Map or personally take charge of the fight. Ship controls are easy enough, but
the fighter controls are not the easilest to control using a mouse. The game has ship, fighter, and submarine challenges in
addition to its campaign. I recommend it for players who like military history or want a quick diversion from the real world.
This ran without any problems on my Windows 7 computer, but I did not mess with the multiplayer aspect of the game.
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